Australian Young Event Horse Championships
Friday 27 April 2018 – SIEC Grass Arena 3 from 8:30 am
Presentation of ribbons for each class will take place at the end of the class.

Winners of each class are to proceed to Arena Four for the presentation of the
Young Event Horse Champion at 1:15 pm

Enquiries and scratchings to:
Tina Stafford
Email: tina.stafford@bigpond.com
Mobile 0408 896 230

2016 Australian Young Event Horse Championships

2018 Australian Young Event Horse Championships
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The ultimate goal of the Young Event Horse Classes is to choose the young horse that possesses the talent and mind set,
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The class will take place over one day and the winner of each age class will be asked to return to the Arena in the
afternoon for the judging of the Australian Young Event Horse Champion.
Judging format for 4, 5 & 6 year old Young Event Horse
Present to the judges

Judging format for 4, 5 & 6 year old Young Event Horse
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walk
trot
canter

Lengthen the
strides in trot and
then continue to
jumping test

Jumping Heights
80cm for Heights
the 4 Year Old (born Aug 2011 to Jul 2012)
Jumping
90cm for the 5 Year Old (born Aug 2010 to Jul 2011)
80cm for the 4 Year Old (born Aug 2013 to Jul 2014)
1.00m for the 6 Year Old (born Aug 2009 to Jul 2010)
90cm for the 5 Year Old (born Aug 2012 to Jul 2013)
1.00m
the 6 Year Old (born Aug 2011 to Jul 2012)
GEar for
rEGulatIons
Bits are at the rider’s discretion, however harsher bits may negatively
affect the overall impression.
Gear
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no hind
kick up boots. Boots will be checked before entering the arena
Bits are at the rider’s discretion, however harsher bits may negatively
affect the overall impression.
NO hind kick up boots. Boots will be checked before entering the arena
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Return to trot and then walk and proceed to the exit gate

Galloping
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